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ON THE REGULARITY UP TO THE BOUNDARY
IN THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM

FOR DEGENERATE ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

ADALBERTO P. BERGAMASCO, JORGE A. GERSZONOWICZ AND
GERSON PETRONILHO

Abstract. We give a simple proof of the regularity up to the boundary of

solutions of the Dirichlet problem for a class of second-order degenerate elliptic

equations in the plane. We show that the method of transfer to the boundary via

the associated heat equations, can be used to reduce the problem to proving the

ellipticity or hypoellipticity of a pseudodifferential operator on the boundary.

INTRODUCTION

In this article we give a simple proof of the regularity up to the boundary of

solutions of the Dirichlet problem for certain second-order degenerate elliptic

equations in the plane. We show that the method of transfer to the boundary

via the associated heat equations, as introduced by Trêves [6, 7] in the case of

nondegenerate equations, can be used to prove regularity for a class of equations

that degenerate at the boundary. The same approach can be applied to (coercive)

elliptic boundary value problems other than Dirichlet's.

In §1 we study regularity up to the boundary for certain pseudodifferential

equations, using parametrices of the Cauchy problem for the associated heat

equations. This is applied in §2 to certain factorizable second-order degenerate

elliptic differential equations in the plane. We consider two types of degeneracy.

In the first one (cf. hypothesis (1.1)) the factors degenerate at a constant rate at

the boundary while in the second one (cf. hypothesis (1.1 ' )) they degenerate

of high order, possibly at a nonconstant rate or even of infinite order—see the

examples given at the end of the paper. In the first case the result about the

associated heat equations proved in § 1 was obtained by using Fourier integral

operators with complex phase functions whereas in the second case we give an

explicit construction—using only pseudodifferential operators—of the needed

parametrices; the operator N (cf. Propositions 2 and 3) is elliptic in the first

situation but only hypoelliptic in the second one.
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1. Regularity in the Dirichlet problem for

certain pseudodifferential equations

Let U x Y be an open conic neighborhood of (x0,i0) G R" x (Rn \ 0).

We shall study regularity for solutions of equations involving pseudodifferential

operators (y/do) microlocalized to U x F, depending smoothly on tG[0,T].

In doing so we will eventually shrink U x Y and T > 0.

We denote by p(t,x,Dx), p(t,x,Dx) two classical y/do of order < 1

depending smoothly on t G [0, T] ; for simplicity we assume that their total

symbols are in W°°([0, T] x U x R" \ 0). We make either hypothesis (1.1) or

hypothesis ( 1.1 ' ) below.

ox(p)(t,x,7.) = fka(t,x,c])>0   on[0,T]xUxRn\0,

ox(p)(t,x,Q = tkä(t,x,i) >0   on [0,71 x UxRn\0,

where k is an integer > 0 and a, ä are positive-homogeneous of degree 1

(for |f | > 1/2), and strictly positive on [0, T] x V for |{| = 1, ( g F.

(1.1')
o(p)(t,x,tl) = ox(p)(t,x,7) = tka(t,x)\Ç\ > 0   on [0, T] x U x Rn \0,

<j(p)(t,x,¿:) = ox(~p)(t,x,£,) = tka(t,x)\Ç\ > 0   on [0, T] x U x Rn \0,

where k is an integer > 4 and a, à are strictly positive on (0, T] x U.

Remark. In hypothesis (l.l'), differently from what happens in (1.1), we allow

a, ä to vanish when t = 0.

Let

L+ = dt + p(t,x,Dx)   and   L_ = dt - p(t ,x,Dx).

In either case, the forward (resp. backward) Cauchy problem for L+ (resp.

L_ ) is well posed and has a parametrix which we denote G+(t,s) (resp.

G_(t,s) ); it is a complex-phase Fourier integral operator depending smoothly

on t > s (resp. t < s) in [0,7], (if T is small), cf. [5, 4]; under hypothe-

sis (1.1 ' ), we shall construct the parametrices G+ , G_ as pseudodifferential

operators (see Lemmas 1, 2, 3).

If we denote by A ~ 0 the fact that A is a £P°° function of (t,s) valued

in the space of regularizing operators in the space variables, we have:

L+GAt,s)~0   for0<s<t<T,

GA=s^^

L G (t,s)~0   for0<t<s<T,
(1.3) -   -

G_|/=i~/.

Moreover such G± are unique modulo ~. The main result of this section is

the following regularity result for Dirichlet problems:
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Proposition 1. Let u G (tWoo([0,T],3''(U)) satisfy the following:

(a) WF(u)c UxY, (0<t<T);

(b) «|,=0 is in W°°(U);

(c) u satisfies either of the following equations:

(c,)   L_L+(u)GW°°([0,T]xU),or

(c2)  L+L_(M)G^°°([0,r]xi/).

Then there exists a neighborhood If' XT' c U xF of (x0 ,¿¡0) such that u is

smooth in Jj' xT1 up to the boundary, i.e. y/(x ,Dx)u G W°°([0, T] x U) for

any proper pseudodifferential operator y/(x, Dx) whose wave-front is contained

in U' xï.

Proof. Shrinking T it is sufficient to show that y/(x ,Dx)ug W°°([0 ,T)x U);

note that both L_L+ and L+L_ are elliptic in UxT for t > 0, but degenerate

at t = 0 if k > 1.
We shall consider for simplicity that the smoothness hypothesis holds locally,

but it will be clear that since G± are microlocal in the space variables x, so is

the proof. Thus we assume T = R" \0 from now on.

Case 1. Suppose u satisfies (Cj). We proceed as in the treatment of regularity

in the nondegenerate elliptic case (cf. [6, 7]). We uncouple equation (c,) :

(1.4) L_(v) = fG%?c°,

(1.5) L+(u) = v   and   u\l=0 = uQ G W00 .

The parametrices G± are both regularizing fortes because of the assumption

that ax(p) and ox(p) are positive for />0. Using this and the uniqueness of

the parametrices mod ~, we deduce from (1.4) (denoting by « the equiva-

lence modulo smooth functions on [0, T) x U)

(1.6) v(t,.)^G_(t,T)v(T,-)- [   G_(t,s)f(s,-)ds

for 0 < t < T, and therefore

(1.7) v « 0   (i.e. is smooth for t < T).

Now (1.5) implies

u(t,-)^G+(t,0)u0+ [ G+(t,s)v(s,-)ds
Jo

(0 < t < T), and by (1.7) and hypothesis (b) this shows that u is £f°° in

[0, T) x U as desired.

Case 2. Let u satisfy (c2) ; this equation uncouples as follows:

(1.8) L+(v) = fcW°°([0,T]xU),

(1.9) L_(u) = v   and   u\l=0 = u0 G &°°{U).
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Denoting by v0 the trace v\l=0, the uniqueness mod ~ of G+ and (1.8)

imply

(1 10) v(t,.)KG+(t,0)v0 + J G+(s,0)f(s,-)ds

*G+(t,0)v0.

Of course this would imply v « 0 if we knew that v0 is smooth. Analogously

(1.9) implies

u(t,-)KG_(t,T)u(T,-)- j   G_(t,s)v(s,-)ds

« - /   G_(t,s)v(s,-)ds.

Therefore '

u(t,-)K-       G_(t,s)G+(s,0)v0ds.

When t = 0, the initial condition u\{=0 = uQ G ce?00(U) shows that

(1.11) /   G_(0,s)G+(s,0)v0(-)ds
Jo

is smooth. Propositions 2 and 3 imply that /0 G_(0,s)G+(s,0)ds is a hypo-

elliptic operator in U. This implies that v0 is smooth and completes the proof,

since then v ss 0 and u « 0.   D

Remark. We have d(u\ 0 = vQ+p(0 ,x ,Dx)uQ, soif v0 is smooth (the Dirichlet

boundary value u0 being also smooth), then the normal derivative dtu\t=Q will

also be smooth. Thus the operator f0 G_(0,s)G+(s,0)ds links the

smoothness of u\t=0 and of dtu\l=0 for any solution u. This link is classi-

cal in the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian A = (dt - idx)(dt + idx).

Proposition 2. Under hypothesis (1.1), N(x,Dx) = /0 G_(0,s)G+(s,0)ds is

an elliptic pseudodifferential operator on U of order -l/(k + 1).

Example. When L± = dt± tk\Dx\, the parametrices G±(t,s) are convolution

operators with symbols

GJs,t,^) = G4t,s,7) = exp^(sk+X-tk+X)1^j        (t>s),

1 Since both G±(t,s) are pseudodifferential for t = s , the singular support of their kernels are

close to the diagonal for T small (|z - s\ < T) (in fact, it is contained in the diagonal). Thus

is it possible to add regularizing operators to G± and obtain proper operators whose composition

is well-defined. This will be disregarded below, but in all rigor the amplitudes K, K2 in (1.12),

(1.13), (1.15) should depend on both x,y to reflect this change. Then (x,y) varies in a small

neighborhood of the diagonal; only small changes are needed in the proof of Proposition 2.
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SO

N(c7) = joTexp(-2sk+XM1)ds

R(Z)+ f
Jo

-1/(ZC+1)
= R(i) + c\i\

where c / 0 and R(£) is rapidly decreasing for |f| > 1.

Proof of Proposition 2. Recall from [5] that G+(t,0) is a complex-phase FIO

of the form

(1.12) (G+(t,0)u)(x) = (2n)-" Jemt'x-i]K(t,x,c:)û(t)d7.

for small T and í e [0,7]. The phase </> is an approximate solution of the

eikonal equation i<f>t + ax(p)(t,x,4>x) = 0, <f>\t=0 = x ■ ¡7,, ox(p) denoting here

and in what follows an almost-analytic extension of the principal symbol of p.

The amplitude K, obtained solving approximately the transport equations, is

classical and elliptic of order zero.

Denote by L*_ = —dt - p(t,x,DX)* the L -adjoint of L_ ; the forward

Cauchy problem at t = s for L*_ has a parametrix Gx(t,s) (t > s) of the

form (1.12) with a phase tp (solution mod flats of the eikonal equation) and an

elliptic zero-order amplitude Kx, now depending also on s. By the uniqueness

mod regularizing operators of these parametrices it follows integrating by parts

that G_(t,s) ~ Gx(s,t)* (s > t). The operator G_(0,s) can therefore be

written as an oscillatory integral:

(1.13) (GJ0,s)v)(x) = (2n)-" jj eix'i-iks'yA)K2(s,y,il)v(y)dydcl

with K2 a classical zero-order elliptic amplitude. From (1.12) and (1.13) we

get modulo regularizing operators,

(1.14) [G.(0,i)oC+(i,0)H]W = (2n)~" j e'x'6F(s,x,6)û(d)dd,

which is a pseudodifferential operator since F, defined below, will be shown to
^o
»1,0belong to Sx 0 (uniformly in s). Interpreting (1.14) and (1.15) as oscillatory

integrals we have

(1.15)   F(s,x,6) = {2jr)-"IJe,Ws'y'e)-J{s'y'i)+x-(i-e)]

xK(s,y,e)K2(s,y,i;)dyd7---.

We estimate the behavior as |0| —> oo of F by applying the (real) stationary

phase theorem to the integral (1.15) after a change of variable 6 = xto (\œ\ = I),

7, = xn. It suffices to reason microlocally, for (x, to) near (x0, a>0) and 0 < s <

2 In (1.15) we can assume that y varies in a compact set; see footnote 1.
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T. The real phase y/(s,x,co,y ,n) = Re cp(s, y, co) -Recp(s ,y ,n) + x- (n- co)

is equal for s = 0 to (y - x) • (co - n), which has a nondegenerate critical

point in the variables (y, n) at y = x, n = co. Hence y/ has for 5 small, and

(x,co) G V = neighborhood of (x0, o>0), a unique nondegenerate critical point

depending smoothly on (s,x,co), denoted y(s,x, co).

We are going to consider the exponential

exp(-x[Im cp(s, y, co) + Im<f>(s, y, n)])

as part of the amplitude; notice that it is of class S® 0(V x V, R+) uniformly

in 5 because by (1.1) and the hypothesis on a and à we have c^+1|¿;| <

Im4>(t,x,c¡) (c > 0) and also | Im^f ,jc,i)| < ctk+x\7\, \lm4>({t,x,i)\ <

ct +x, (and in general \dx ̂ Imcp^ < cjk+x for |£| = 1) and similar estimates

for <j>; cf. [5]. Let J(s,x ,co,y ,n ,x) denote the (nonclassical) amplitude in

S°X0(V x V, R+) depending smoothly on s G [0, T] :

X0(y, n)exp(-T[Im<p(s,y,co) + Im4>(s,y,n)])K(s,y ,xco) ■ K2(s,y,xn)

where Xq has compact support in V and is = 1 near (x0, co0), 0 < x0 < 1 •

Then we have for (x, co) near (x0, co0), as x —► +00,

F(s,x,xco) = (^;)   // en>V(s'x'0)'y,,})J(s,x,co,y,n,x)dydn

mod S~°° (uniformly in 0 < s < T), and by the stationary phase theorem F

is in Sx Q(V,R+) uniformly in s G[0,T], and is equal mod SX~XQ to

A(s,x, co)k°(s, y, co)k2(s ,y,n) exp(-r[Im cp(s, y, co) + Im 4>(s ,y, n)]),

where (y ,n) = y(s,x,co), k , k2 denote the homogeneous principal parts of

the classical symbols K, K2, respectively, and A is a nonzero factor depending

on the Hessian of *P at the critical point. Since k , k2  are elliptic of order

zero we can write near (x0, co0) for 0 < s < T,

(1.16)
F(s,x,xco) = B(s,x,co)exp(-x[Im<t>(s,y,co) + Imtp(s,y ,n)])   mod Sx0

(with (y ,n) = y(s,x,co)), where \B\ is bounded above and away from zero.

Moreover, we have Reß > const > 0 near (x0, coQ), 0 < s < T. In effect,

by construction (cf. [5]) k0(0,y,Ç) = 1 and also ^(O,^,^) = 1 since this is

true of k® , the principal part of the amplitude of Gx(t,0) (recall G_(0,s) ~

Gx(s,0)*). Therefore k°(s ,y ,co)k2(s ,y ,n) has real part locally bounded away

from zero for 0 < s < T if T is small. On the other hand A(s,x,co) is

|det/7(5,x,w)r1/2e'('t/4)si8n// where H is the Hessian of T at the critical

point, and sign H = 0 since when s = 0, H = [ ̂  ~0' ] . Hence A is positive,

and locally Re B > 0 0 for some c.
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By the preceding results, the operator N(x,Dx) = J0 G_(0,s)G+(s,0)ds is

pseudodifferential of order zero (cf. (1.14)), and modulo 5,_0 its symbol is

near (x0, co0) equal to

(1.17)     /   B(s ,x ,co)exp[-x(Im(t>(s ,y ,co) + Imcj>(s ,y ^ïï]^ ^)=r{StXiat)ds.

To show that (1.17) is in Sxx0/(k+X)(R+) near (x0,coQ), recall that (cf. [5])

Im<j)(t,y,d)-     ox(p)(s,y,6)ds < consti / ox(p)(s ,y,6)ds
Jo Jo

for t g[0,T], and by our hypothesis on ox(p) we obtain

cxt     \6\ < Im<f>(t,y,6) <c2t     \6\

for t G [0, T] and (y ,6/\6\) near (x0, co0), for some positive constants cx, c2

(and similar estimates for Im </> ). Since as remarked before 0 < c'x < Re B < c2 ,

locally the real part of (1.17) can be estimated from above and from below by

integrals of the form

'I
Jo

, n  Zc+K  j //   -l/(Zc+l) , ,
exp(-tc2J     )ds~c3x (x —> +00)

with positive c"x , c2 , c'3 , and the absolute value of ( 1.17) can be estimated from

above by such integrals too. This shows that N is elliptic (in a

conic neighborhood of (x0,co0)) of the desired order -l/(k + 1) provided

-l/(zc + 1) > -1, i.e. k > 1. The same conclusion is true if k = 0, since in

fact the remainder in (1.16) is, by the stationary phase theorem, of the form

R = Rx(s,x, co, x) exp(-T[Im<p(s,y, co) + Imcl(s,y, n)])\{y )lf)=}r(j x w)

where Rx is of order -1. Hence the symbol of N(x,Dx) differs from (1.17)

by /0 R(s,x,co,x)ds which, by the same argument used before, is of order

-1 -l/(/c + 1) = -2 here. So (1.17) determines the ellipticity of the operator

even when k = 0.   G

It remains to prove Proposition 3 below which is the analogue, in the case of

hypothesis (1.1 ' ), of Proposition 2.

Proposition 3. Under hypothesis (I.l'), the operator

N(x,Dx)= f   G_(0,s)G+(s,0)ds
Jo

is a hypoelliptic pseudodifferential operator of order zero on U (with symbol in

<l/2(^))-

We start with the construction of the parametrices G± which will be pseu-

dodifferential operators; we will show only how to obtain G+ , the construction

of G_ being analogous.
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Let

G+(t, s)u(x) = (2n)-" j eix'(g(t ,s,x, 00(0 dc¡

with
oo

g(t,s,x,Ç) = J2gj(t,s,x,£.).
j=0

Recall that we wish to solve

LJ_GAt,s)~0;       0<s<t<T,(1.2) +   +v     ; *   -   -

where

L+ = dl + p(t,x,Dx)   and   o(p) = tka(t,x)\¿¡\.

We proceed formally and we have

L+G+(t,s)u(x)~(2n)-" f eix'( I d,g + tka\7\g + £ ^d¡o(p)Daxg ) u(í)rfí

~ (2n)-" f eix'( I atg + tka\S\g + tka £ h^)Ks ) û«) #
7 V a?0     ' J

where aa(<¡;) is smooth and positive-homogeneous of degree 1-|QI with respect

toç.

In order to solve (1.2) it suffices to solve

d,g + tka\ct\g + tka¿2 -}aa{lt)Daxg ~ 0,
(1.18) ^«!

g(i,s,x,<!;) ~ 1

where ~ now means the equivalence of symbols; it suffices to solve:

(1.19) dlgQ + tka\t\g0 = 0,       0<s<t<T,

SoU = 1
and, for j = 1,2, ... ,

dtgJ + ta)£\gj = -ta   ¿2   ¿«-«)^f,--H.       0<s<t<T,
(1.20) i<\a\<j   '

The solution of ( 1.19) is given by

£0(í,s,x,¿;) = exp  -|{| /  rka(r,x)dr

while that of (1.20) may be written as

f k
gj(t,s,x,¿í) = -      g0(t,r,x,7:)r a(r,x)

x    E   ^a(i)Daxgj_lal(r,s,x,i)dr.
i<I"I<j
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We will now define the space of symbols which are relevant to our study.

Let T > 0 and let Í2 be an open subset of R" ; set

VT = {(t,s) G R2 ;0 < t < s < T}.

Let X(t ,x) be a smooth nonnegative function.

Definition. A function b(t,s,x,Ç) belongs to the class Am' = Am' (Q) if b

is smooth on VT x Q x (Rn \ {0}) and if there exists B > 0 such that for every

a,ß G Z" , every y ,ô G Z+ and every compact set K contained in VT x Q,

there exists a constant c = c(a ,ß,y,5,K) such that

\d¡d*d¡dstb(t,s,x¿)\

<C(l + \7:\)m-lal+L2]ßl+y+6exp(-B\^\iSX(r,x)dr)
\ Jt )

for all (t,s,x,t\)GKx(Rn\{0}).

Remark, (i) d?d^d"df(Am'À) c A"-\°\+bß\+r+* ¿ t
(      X     S     I

(ii) Am'À c 5"1/2, uniformly in (t,s)GVT.

Lemma 1. For each j = 0,l,...,   gj G A~i/2/a(U).

The proof is by induction; it uses the remark above and the following

Lemma 2. Let bGAm'x(U). Then the function

H(t,s,x,C¡) = -      g0(t ,r ,x ,{)A(r ,x)b(r ,s ,x ,Ç)dr

belongs to Am~x'\U).

Let x- R — R be smooth, 0 < x < 1, with x(t) = 0 if r < 1/2 and
X(t) = 1 if t > I.

We now choose a sequence (r.) of positive real numbers so that the function

g\t,s,x,^) = f^gj(t,s,x,7)x(f)
j=0 \   j J

belongs to A '' a ; that it is indeed possible to achieve this is the content of the

next lemma, whose proof is technical and standard and will be omitted (some

other proofs were omitted as well).

Lemma 3. Let x be as in the definition of g . If o. G A~J' ' (Q) for j =

0,1, ... , then there exists a sequence (r.) of positive real numbers such that

the function

o(t,s,x,£,) = Yjoj(t,s,x,£,)x \y)
i=o \ j /
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belongs to A°'À(Çl) and, furthermore, such that for each N = 1,2, ... , the

function o - ¿3/Jö a¡ ™ m Ä~     ' (Q).

Define the operator

G*+(t,s)u(x) = (2n)-" jeix'ig#(t,s,x,ci)ù(^)di.

Since A0/a(U) C S°X<X/2(U) it follows that G#+(t,s) is a pseudodifferential

operator of order zero on U, depending smoothly on t, s.

Proof of Proposition 3. The first step consists in observing that the operator N is

a pseudodifferential operator of order zero. To see this, notice that the operators

G_(0,s) and G+(s,0) are, by construction, pseudodifferential operators of

order zero; thus, their composition, as well as the integral with respect to s of

the latter are operators of the same type.

The second step is to show that if AT is a compact subset of U and if k > 2,

then there exist C > 0 and M > 0 such that the symbol of N,

a(N)(x,7.)= [   F(s,x,c.)ds
Jo

satisfies

(1.21) \o(N)(x,i)\>C\Ç\-l/{h+l)

for (x,cí)G.rí x(/?"\{0}), \i\>M.

In order to prove this we start by observing that the operators which are

solutions of (1.2) and of (1.3), have symbols equivalent to g(t,s,x,£) and,

say, h(t,s,x,i), respectively.

The principal symbols are

gQ(t,s,x,i) = exp\-\Ç\l  rka(r,x)dr 0<s<t<T,

and

r        rs ,. i
0<t<s<T.h0(t,s,x,c¡) = exp\-\ct\¡  rkä(r,x)dr

The symbol F(t,x,7,) is such that

F~    E    o\dïhDX8   isin^
-N/2

'1,1/2

|q|<AZ-1 "
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We now show that (1.21) holds

•T

\o(N)(x,7,)\ =

A-T0-r
-L

f f
/    F(s,x,Ç)ds\>\      h0(0,s,x,c;)g0(s,0,x,c;)ds
Jo \Jo

\h(0,s,x,7.)g(s,0,x,7.) - h0(0,s,x,Ç)g0(s,0,x,Ç)\ds

\F(s,x,7.) - h(0,s,x,7.)g(s,0,x ,Ç)\ds

\ f r k
>\      exp(-|^| /   r [a(r,x) + ä(r,x)]dr)ds

\Jo Jo

> f exp(-CQ\£.\sk+x)ds-C3\c:\-x/2

>cV1M+1)-c3icr1/2

>Q7\  '

-cx\z\-l,2-c2\trl/2

-U(k+\)

provided |¿;| is sufficiently large; CQ> 0.

Notice that the hypothesis zc > 2 was used only once, namely in the last

inequality.

For the final step, let if be a relatively compact open subset of U and

suppose zc>4. Set m= l/(k + l), p=l- l/(k+ l), S =1/2+ l/(k+l).
Then we claim that there exists a pseudodifferential operator E, with symbol in

S™S(U) such that EN - I is regularizing in tf. Indeed, k > 4 implies p > â

and thus, by taking (1.21) into account, it is possible to construct explicitly, in

a standard way such a parametrix E.   D

2. Application to second-order degenerate

elliptic differential equations

We can now apply Proposition 1 to obtain a regularity result for solutions of

the Dirichlet problem for certain degenerate elliptic equations in the plane.

Theorem 3. Let k > 0 be an integer, T > 0, and U c R a neighborhood of the

origin. Let a,ä,b,b be smooth functions on [0, T] x U. We assume a and a

are real, and aà < 0. Let

P = (dt + itka(t,x)dx + b(t,x))(dt + itkä(t,x)dx + b(t,x)).

If u G W°°([0, T] ,3'(U)) satisfies

Pu = f gW°°([0,T]xU),

u\t=0 = u0GW°°(U),

then u G W°°([0 ,T]x U), perhaps after shrinking T ,U.

Proof. Let x(0 be a smooth function on R that coincides with Heaviside's

function for £ < 0 and 7, > 1.   We will show that x(AD )u are both in
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W°°([0,T] x U). We have P(x(Dx)u) + P(X(-Dx)u) = f + smooth, and

WF(P(x(±Dx)u)) c {t = 0 and ±7, > 0}, so both terms P(x(±Dx)u) are

smooth; also both traces x(±Dx)u\l=0 must be smooth.

It suffices now to apply Proposiion 1 (with n = 1 ) to the cone T = {¿¡ > 0}

in the case of x(Dx)u, and to T = {¿¡ < 0} in the case of x(~Dx)u, with the

obvious choices of p and p. For example, if we assume a > 0, ä < 0, then

we choose

L_ =dl-tka(t,x)\Dx\ + b(t,x),

L+ = dt-tkâ(t,x)\Dx\ + b(t,x)

in the cone {¿¡ > 0}, while in the case of the cone {c; < 0} the choice is

L_ = dt + tkä(t,x)\Dx\ + b(t,x),

L+ = dt + tka(t,x)\Dx\ + b(t,x).   a

The proof above is also a proof of

Theorem 4. Let k > 4 be an integer, T > 0, and U c R a neighborhood of the

origin. Let a, ä be smooth functions on [0, T] x U. We assume a and à are

real and aä<0 when t>0. Let P = (dt + itka(t,x)dx)(dt + itkä(t,x)dx). If

MG^°°([0,r],^'(c/)) satisfies

Pu = fG W°°([0,T] x U),    u\l=0 = u0G W°°(U),

then u G W°°([0, T] x U), perhaps after shrinking T, U.

Remark 1. By comparing the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4 one notices that

in the latter we assume k > 4 but, on the other hand, we do not require a, à

to be nonzero at t = 0 ; this allows us to handle operators such as the ones in

Examples (i) and (ii) below. Example (iii) is contained in Theorem 3 but not

in Theorem 4.

Examples, (i) P = (dt + icp(t)dx)(dt + P¥(t)dx), with (p,^ real, flat at t = 0

and <jAV < 0 when / > 0.

(ii) P = (d, + it\t2 + x2)dx)(d, - it\t2 + x2)dx).

(iii) p = (d, + it2dx)(d,-it2dx).

Remark 2. When a = -à the proof of Theorem 3 can be simplified; in fact,

a change of the space variable, and the fact that dt ± it dy are locally solvable

(in W°° ) for t > 0, allows us to reduce the problem to the case when P =

(dt + it d )-c(t,y)-(dt-it d), with c/0 smooth. In this case the parametrices

used in Proposition 1 are simpler (cf. example following Proposition 2).

Remark 3. A result analogous to Theorem 3 can be proved for operators similar

to P but with principal part (dt + itka(t,x)dx) ■ (dt + it'â(t,x)dx) where the

nonnegative integers k , I may be different now. It suffices to use a variant of

Proposition 1 ; the operator N(x,Dx) will be elliptic of order -[l+min(k ,l)]~

now.
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Remark 4. Theorem 4 applies to operators of the form

(dt + itka(t,x)dx)(dl + itlä(t,x)dx)

if /, k > 4 ; indeed if, e.g., / > k > 4 then we may write t à - t (t~ a).
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